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Motto: “Wherever you go, may a 

song be sung for you ” 

 

Theme: “It's In The Text ” 
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Communiqué 
May 2, 2017 

Dear Sno-King Community Chorale  

Good evening!  And Happy May Day (one day late.)  Yes, the concert score is complete, and we are now in the 

process and getting a feel for “concert” presentation.  We also have our instrumentalists lined up, with Adi 

Askenzai on Clarinet and Luis Alcantara on Fiddle.  Of course, Debbie on piano as well.  This music will help to 

make our production artistic and musical.  Let’s all work to be in character for this wonderful concert of 

Fiddler on the Roof music.  

 

Did you know?  

Several titles were considered before Sheldon Harnick and Jerry Bock selected The Fiddler. Originally, over 50 

songs where considered, but all but 15 ended up being cut from the show.  Evidently, “The Butcher’s Soul” and 

“Dear Sweet Sewing Machine” just didn’t fit in. However, Zero Mostel, who was Tyeve, fought to keep “If I 

Were A Rich Man” and the writers kept it in the show.  Do you know who Zero Mostel was? 

 

This will be a great Fiddler On The Roof concert!  Let’s have fun making great music with wonderful friends.  

 

Tonight’s Schedule 

6:30 PM Set the room I would like the front row to be all of the soloists 

 Please arrange to have eleven chairs in the front row 

7:00 PM Rehearse Fiddler on the Roof Medley – from the top 

8:00 PM  Announcements – Barb Kindness and Jim Drake  

8:10 PM  Continue to rehearse 

8:30 PM  Break 

8:35 PM Continue to rehearse  

9:30 PM  And Wherever You Go (Please, everyone stay for our whole rehearsal) 

 

Tonight’s  

I would like to start from the top of the concert and get through as much of the concert as possible.  Please, be 

focused and patient while working for proper style, rhythmic interpretation and lyrics that tell the story.  

 

Attire for Fiddler  

You have had a week to work on your attire for “Fiddler on the Roof.”  The attachments we included in last 

week’s Communiqué should be a big help and will assist you as you in preparing your attire for these concerts. 

Please study the photos and do your best to put together what would be appropriate attire for you.  We will 

want to see your attire May 23rd. Bring your attire and be prepared to have a picture.  Yvonne (our costume 

designer/coordinator) will assist anyone needing special help. She will also be working directly with all of the 

soloists. 

 



 

Soloists for Fiddler On The Roof  

The Fiddler on the Roof cast, in no special order: 
1. Lazar Wolf  Mike Bell 
2. Boys: 
            Motel  Frank Bonner 
            Perchik  Anthony Molinero 
            Fyedka  Joel Nichols 
            (I want to listen to each of you sing these parts to make sure range is appropriate.) 
3. Daughters: 
            Tzeitel  Julie Johnsen 
            Chava  Marla Lockhart 
            Hodel  Nikki Glaros 
            (I want to listen to each of you sing these parts to make sure range is appropriate.) 
4. Golde:  Darla Kiste (understudy-Kelly Ajer) 
5. Yente:  Collene Lynch 
6. Tevye:  Steve Cobb (understudy-Frank Bonner) 

   

Promoting our Fiddler Concerts  

This will be a most amazing production! We will present two concerts of Fiddler On The Roof on June 10
th

 at 

3pm and 7pm. The music is wonderful.  As we all know “word of mouth” is the best way to promote our 

concerts and it would be a shame not to have all of our family, friends and community members experience 

these concerts with us. “SOLD OUT” are two words not often used in our business. Let’s make them a 

“tradition” with our Chorale’s music events.  How many people have you shared our concert with this past 

week?  

 

Spring Schedule 

 Rehearsals:  May 9, 16, 23, 30  

June 4 (Sunday, 7:00 pm at EdCC) and June 6 

 Dress Rehearsal: June 9, Friday, 6:30 pm at ECA 

Concerts: June 10, Saturday at ECA    

12:30 pm arrive  

1:00 pm on risers for last minute rehearsal  

  2:15 pm clear stage 

  Doors open at 2:30 and 6:30 pm 

  Concert Times: 3:00 and 7:00 pm 

 Men’s dressing room:  Upstairs, south room 

 Women’s dressing rooms:  Downstairs 

After concert to Las Brisas 

 

  



 

 

Conductor’s Corner 

THE CHINESE BAMBOO TREE:  There is an amazing story about the Chinese Bamboo Tree that is a wonderful 

metaphor for our Sno-King Community Chorale. Like any plant, growth of the Chinese Bamboo Tree requires 

nurturing – water, fertile soil, sunshine. Even with all of the proper attention, the bamboo tree’s growth is not 

visible for 5 to 6 years. Patience is tested and we begin to wonder if our efforts (caring, water, etc.) will ever 

be rewarded. And finally in the fifth year – behold, a miracle! We experience growth. And what growth it is! 

The Chinese Bamboo Tree grows 80 feet in just six weeks!  

 

Can we stay focused and continue to believe in what we are doing even when we don’t see immediate 

results? In a culture driven by instant gratification – this is our biggest challenge. We often tell each other to 

remember to “Keep trying! and NEVER give up!” The change may be slow – even invisible at times – but 

suddenly, as in the case of the Chinese Bamboo Tree, we will surprise ourselves.  Believing, keep our faith and 

never giving up, these are examples of what we can learn from the Chinese Bamboo tree.  

 

Now, the root system of the Chinese Bamboo tree is also of interest. There is a connection with every tree to 

each other. The bamboo trees work in a type of tree “harmony.” Each tree is related to the other.  Some of us 

believe this is true with each of us human beings, we are related to each other. The Chinese Bamboo Tree is 

persistent; it will take whatever time it needs to succeed.  

 

Our Chorale is a family. We are related through our love of music and what music does for us. We are related 

through our combine efforts to create beautiful choral sounds. We are related because of our joy in sharing 

musical stories.  

 

Like the Chinese Bamboo Tree, our Chorale is deeply “rooted” in camaraderie and musical values. We are 

persistent and “we never give up.”  

 

LOVE & SMILE!      

Frank DeMiero  

Conductor/Artistic Director/Founder, Sno-King Community Chorale 

 


